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Unthinkable Versatility

Up to 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor
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Thrive in the next reality with Lenovo’s smarter technology. Our powerful Lenovo
ThinkBook devices offer unparalleled productivity, security, and collaboration for
modern businesses in the hybrid space. Equipped with innovative technologies,
smarter features, and advanced security, our flexible devices enhance user
experiences while tackling hybrid work challenges with ease.

DESIGNED TO IMPRESS AND ADAPT

IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE FOR ENHANCED
PRODUCTIVITY

Ultra-portable, 3-side metal: at 16.9mm, it is one the thinnest notebooks out there,
and weighing just 1.5kg/3.31lbs., you can work in style from anywhere. 3-side metal
exteriors add to its premium feel and sturdy build.

Powerful computing: the brand new AI-enhanced, up to 12th Gen Intel® CoreTM i7
processor lets you breeze through tasks and helps you get more out of your day.
The latest Gen Intel® Alder Lake processor on Lenovo ThinkBook 14s Yoga is based on
the hybrid architecture that offers high performance and efficiency cores within
a single chip.

4-side narrow bezels: see more on the Full-HD screen with razor-thin bezels across
all sides and an 86% screen-to-body ratio that enhances work and entertainment.

Dolby® Vision™ display: enjoy rich and deep color reproduction that delivers a vivid
visual experience, and with a 100% sRGB color gamut, images are always true-to-life.
Dual SSD1 storage and memory: leverage every ounce of the Gen4 SSD storage
performance to access files instantly and multitask across apps with ease. It offers 61%
faster read speed and 46% faster write speed than Gen 3.2.
The latest ports for breakneck speeds: equipped with ThunderboltTM 4
and USB Type-C ports that allow rapid data transfers and amplified connectivity
to monitors and peripherals.
Intel® Wi-Fi 6E: the fastest Wi-Fi yet boosts wireless performance so you can stay
productive with stable network connectivity, lower latency, greater bandwidth,
and significantly faster speeds.
Easy workflow: power on and log in with one touch using the Touch Fingerprint Reader
integrated on the power button, just like a smartphone. The Windows 11 multiple
desktop feature lets you use the 14s Yoga for work, play, or anything that you want—
each home screen with its own customized look and apps.

Set the trend: Lenovo ThinkBook 14s Yoga comes in a thin, sleek, and portable design
that always looks the part. Available in a Mineral Grey and Abyss Blue variants that exudes
class while looking professional for an all-business look.

Service HotKey: getting device support is simple when you don’t need to remember
phone numbers or device details. Get access to support services with just a keystroke,
thanks to a dedicated service key.
Improved touch mode with Corning® Gorilla Glass: get a more effortless, natural workflow
with flexible, accessible device interaction with Windows 11 on 14s Yoga Gen 2. Put your
keyboard away and work the way you prefer using multi-finger gestures and writing with a
digital pen in any app. Made with Corning® Gorilla Glass, the screen
is robust and durable, so you can go about your day without worry.

SMARTER, INTUITIVE, AND WELL ORGANIZED
Multiple user modes: Lenovo ThinkBook 14s Yoga can always bend and adapt to your needs.
The fluid form factor with four user modes—laptop, tablet, tent, and present—lets you turn any
space into your workspace. With Snap groups on Windows 11, you can optimize your workflow
by quickly snapping the apps you need into a group that you can return to even when you open
another app.
Smart Pen: take notes, sketch designs, and sign documents with a pen that is in sync with your
workflow. When the screen is locked, just pull the pen out of its slot to open the Smart Note app.
For easy access to the Windows Ink workspace, simply pick up the pen to get going.
The new haptics support in Windows 11 makes the pen usage much more tactile and realistic.
Enhanced user experience: AI-powered Glance by Mirametrix senses face, eyes, and gaze to
enhance your work experience while ensuring user privacy. It uses the IR and RGB camera for
presence detection and privacy alert. Super Resolution provides high-resolution frames for
superior video communication.
Fluid navigation: the full touchscreen display with the new phone-like on-screen keyboard
enables intuitive navigation. The improved touch mode interface maintains the Windows 11 UI
with more space between icons and cues for moving, resizing, and working across apps.
Effective collaboration: boot your device by just opening the lid. Intelligently upscale image
quality for clearer visuals. Enjoy high clarity conferencing with an FHD camera. Cancel out
the noise and make meetings more productive with in-built whisper voice cancellation on mics.
Select the ideal mode for your mic: Private, Shared, or Environmental. Filter out blue light on your
display for added eye comfort. Dynamic thermals adjust themselves to optimize performance.
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Up to 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor

Optional
https://store.patriotmemory.com/blogs/news/what-is-the-difference-between-pcle-gen-3-gen-4
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RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES
THINKBOOK BLUETOOTH SILENT MOUSE
PN: 4Y50X888XX

Modern, low-profile, with an ambidextrous design and silent
buttons, this mouse is a must-have premium accessory for your
laptop. Sculpted to be comfortable while holding and equipped
with a blue optical sensor with track-on-glass compatibility,
this mouse works effortlessly even on a glossy surface.
Dual-host Bluetooth connectivity (with Microsoft Swift Pair)
and 2-way scroll with on-the-fly DPI adjustment to up to 2400
give you more precision and control.

THINKBOOK URBAN BACKPACK
PN: 4X40V26080

A multi-functional backpack with an anti-theft pocket
ensures security on the move. The padded compartment
offers cushioned comfort, while the high-quality fabric and
stylish PU leather accent add to the contemporary design.

LENOVO GO USB-C LAPTOP POWER BANK (20000 MAH)
PN: 40ALLG2WWW

Powerful, portable, and reliable, the Lenovo Go USB-C Laptop
Power Bank greatly simplifies remote working. Carry with you a
whopping 20,000 mAh capacity power bank that is enough to
charge your laptop at least once and your mobile devices several
times over. You can charge up to three devices simultaneously too.
*Images and specifications are subject to change
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PERFORMANCE
Processor
Up to 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 Processor
Operating System
Up to Windows 11 Pro
Memory
up to 40GB DDR4 SODIMM
Graphics
Integrated Intel® Iris Xe graphics on
Unified Memory Architecture (UMA)
Storage
Supports dual SSD storage
SSD1: up to 1TB M.2 PCIe (slot 1)
SSD2: up to 1TB M.2 PCle (open slot2)
Camera
Normal RGB or FHD camera with
camera shutter
Audio
2 x 2W HARMAN-branded speakers
Dolby® Audio™
Mics
Dual-array mics

Pen
Yes, Lenovo Smart Pen

Color
Abyss Blue
Mineral Grey

Security
Default Smart Power On
Discrete TPM 2.0 chip
Glance by Mirametrix
KensingtonTM lock nano slot
Privacy camera shutter

MIL-SPEC Tested
Yes
CONNECTIVITY

DESIGN
Materials and Finish
Anodized aluminum with dual tone
color exterior
Corning® Gorilla Glass touch display
Hinge
360° Yoga hinge
Zinc Alloy / VM
Display
14’’ FHD IPS Panel
display with touch
Corning® Gorilla Glass protection
300nits of brightness
100% sRGB color gamut
Dolby® Vision™
Weight
Starts at 1.5kg/3.31lbs.

Battery
Up to 8.6 hours1 with 60Whr battery
AC Adapter: 			
Wall mount slim 65W adapter
(89cc/2-Pin) ( Available in select
markets ) Type-C 65W adapter (3-Pin)

Dimensions
320 x 216 x 16.9mm
12.59 x 8.5 x 0.67 inches

WLAN
Up to Wi-Fi 6E
Bluetooth® 5.1
Compatible Docking
ThinkPad USB-C Dock Gen2
ThinkPad Universal USB-C dock
Input/Output Ports
1 x Thunderbolt™ 4
1 x USB Type-C 3.1 Gen2
with (DP/PD)
2x USB 3.1
(one always-on)
1 x HDMI 2.0
1 x combo mic/audio
1 x MicroSD card slot
USER EXPERIENCE
360o hinge with 4 user modes
AI Meeting Manager
Smart Appearance
Flip-to boot
Service HotKey
Super Resolution
VoIP3 HotKey
PRELOADED SOFTWARE
Lenovo Vantage
McAfee® LiveSafe™ (trial)
Microsoft Office 365
(trial, except in Japan)

Keyboard and Touchpad
Full-size backlit keyboard
Precision Touchpad

Based on testing with MobileMark 2018. Battery life varies significantly with settings,
usage, and other factors
2
Optional
3
Requires Skype for Business or Microsoft Teams account, not pre-installed by Lenovo
1

CERTIFICATION
EPEATTM Gold

SERVICES AND SUPPORT:
COMPLETE CARE FOR YOUR
LENOVO THINKBOOK 14s YOGA
GEN 2
FLEXIBLE WARRANTY EXTENSIONS
AND UPGRADES
Lenovo ThinkBook 14s Yoga Gen 2 is covered with a
1-year base warranty and can be upgraded for a period
of up to 5 years to extend the value of your investment.

ONE-CALL ACCESS TO PROFESSIONAL HELP
Premier Support service is an enhanced warranty plan
that provides 24x7 direct access to the right level
of tech support on the first call, on priority.

INTERNATIONAL WARRANTY SERVICE (IWS)
IWS addition allows international availability of standard
warranty terms. Applicable in all countries where
the particular model is sold and serviced.

COVERED FOR UNCERTAINTIES
Accidental Damage Protection (ADP) provides
coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under
normal operating conditions, such as minor spills,
drops, or damage to the integrated screen.
Keep Your Device (KYD) allows customers to keep
their drives and dispose of business data on their
terms, improving data security and ensuring compliance
with data privacy and retention requirements.
Sealed Battery Warranty (SBTY) provides battery
replacement for 2 years in the event of a battery failure.

DEVICE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Get flexible and 30% faster response with Lenovo
Commercial Services.
- Onsite Next Business Day Response (NBD) and
Technician Installed Customer Replaceable Unit (CRU)
- Expedited Depot Service

Up to 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor
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